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Walking a Tightrope: A Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry Perspective on
the Spectrum of Affirmation and
Pathologization with Gender Diverse Youth
Scott Leibowitz, MD

Introduction
As awareness of gender diversity becomes more woven into the fabric of society,
providers across health disciplines are frequently encountering children and
adolescents with gender-related concerns. There is a relative dearth of literature guiding clinical practice, and the medical field is at a point at which individual practitioners find themselves addressing treatment options by adhering
to general ethical principles versus relying on specific clinical guidelines that
are based on strong scientific evidence. Many questions exist regarding best
practices, and the care for those with gender dysphoria often requires being open
to a range of perspectives across multiple disciplines (Edwards-Leeper, Leibowitz,
& Sangganjanavanich, 2016). There is a wide variation in viewpoints about how
best to approach clinical care, and the lives of gender diverse children and adolescents are at stake. The long-term ramifications of significant decisions made at
these crucial points are often unknown. Providers are striving to offer the most
efficacious treatments in a sometimes murky climate rife with complexity as the
field shifts from conceptualizing gender categories dichotomously (binary male/
female genders) to dimensionally (along the male–female spectrum).
For the child and adolescent psychiatrist, additional dynamic layers often
present in the clinical relationships among the doctor, our patients, and their
families. We often find ourselves walking a tightrope. Only very recently has our
discipline moved away from pathologizing transgender individuals through
nomenclature that classified this normal variant of human identity as “disordered.” More broadly, the field of psychiatry often arouses negative connotations of pathology that are reinforced by the idea that psychiatrists are used
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